### Fatal Occupational Injuries

- **Transportation**: 1,857 (17.7%)
- **Assaults & Violent Acts**: 832 (15.7%)
- **Contact with Equipment**: 738 (15.7%)
- **Fall, Slips & Trips**: 646 (13.8%)
- **Fires and Explosions**: 191 (4.1%)
- **Exposure to Substances**: 414 (8.8%)  

### FALLS, SLIPS & TRIPS

1. **Unspecified**: 13
2. **Unspecified Falls to Lower Level**: 4
3. **Stairs or Steps**: 31
4. **From Floor, Dock or Ground**: 15
5. **From Ladder**: 132
6. **From Roof**: 117
7. **From Scaffold**: 44
8. **Building Girders / Structure**: 23
9. **Non-moving Vehicle**: 76
10. **Uncategorized to Lower Level**: 78
11. **Jump to Lower Level**: 6
12. **Fall to Same Level**: 100
13. **Uncategorized Falls**: 5

### FALLS FROM ROOF

- **Unspecified Fall from Roof**: 51
- **From Edge of Roof**: 17
- **Through Roof Surface**: 18
- **Existing Opening**: 9
- **Through Skylight**: 20

More than double the number of falls occurred from the edge of the roof than through a skylight.
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